A computational developmental model for specificity and transfer in perceptual learning.
How and under what circumstances the training effects of perceptual learning (PL) transfer to novel situations is critical to our understanding of generalization and abstraction in learning. Although PL is generally believed to be highly specific to the trained stimulus, a series of psychophysical studies have recently shown that training effects can transfer to untrained conditions under certain experimental protocols. In this article, we present a brain-inspired, neuromorphic computational model of the Where-What visuomotor pathways which successfully explains both the specificity and transfer of perceptual learning. The major architectural novelty is that each feature neuron has both sensory and motor inputs. The network of neurons is autonomously developed from experience, using a refined Hebbian-learning rule and lateral competition, which altogether result in neuronal recruitment. Our hypothesis is that certain paradigms of experiments trigger two-way (descending and ascending) off-task processes about the untrained condition which lead to recruitment of more neurons in lower feature representation areas as well as higher concept representation areas for the untrained condition, hence the transfer. We put forward a novel proposition that gated self-organization of the connections during the off-task processes accounts for the observed transfer effects. Simulation results showed transfer of learning across retinal locations in a Vernier discrimination task in a double-training procedure, comparable to previous psychophysical data (Xiao et al., 2008). To the best of our knowledge, this model is the first neurally-plausible model to explain both transfer and specificity in a PL setting.